M-23 Lens Replacement Method
* "Left" and "right" in the following instructions refer to the direction in the explanatory photographs.

qHold

the mask as shown in photo 1. Insert the special lens
replacement screwdriver in the groove on the end of the lens on
your right, and release tab A.

rPull the lower part of the inner frame of the lens on your right, and
release tab E on the upper side of the lens (photo 5). In the same
way, release tab F on the left lens (photo 6).
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wUse your fingers to press the inner frame in the direction of the
arrow to release tab B on the lower side of the lens (photo 2).
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tInsert

your fingers under the inner frame and pull to remove it
(photo 7), (photo 8).
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eUse the same procedures described in 1 and 2 to release tabs C

and D on the other lens. It is easier to do this if you turn the mask
upside down (photo 3), (photo 4).
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hold the lens in your fingers and gradually pull more
strongly to remove it. If it is difficult to remove, apply more
strength and jiggle the lens (photo 9).
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u While being careful not to get finger marks on to the lens, hold it

by the outer rim and insert into the groove of the mask frame
(inner side of the silicone skirt) (photo 10). Make sure that the
lens is firmly locked into the inner section of the silicone skirt, and
be sure that no dust or hair is caught between them. If you do not
make sure that nothing is caught, it could cause water leaks. If
cotton gloves are worn when replacing the lens, finger marks will
be prevented (photo 11).

!0 Use your fingers to strongly push the right side (as you look at it)
of the inner frame, and insert tab C at the end of the lens until it
clicks into place (photo 15). In the same way, also insert tab A at
the end of the other lens (photo 16).
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If both lenses are to be replaced, use the same method for the
other side.

i After replacing the lens, align the inner frame exactly to the mask

frame as shown in photo 12. Then start by inserting tab E on the
upper side of the right lens, and tab G on the side of the nose.
Use your fingers to strongly push the upper section of the inner
frame and the side of the nose at the same time, and insert until a
clicking sound is heard (photo 13). If this insertion sequence is
not followed, it may not be possible to insert the inner frame at the
end.

!1 To finish, insert tabs D and B on the lower side of both lenses

(photo 17), (photo 18). Ensure all the tabs are securely fixed into
the grooves.
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o In the same way, insert lens tab F and nose tab H on the other

lens. It is easier to do this if you turn the mask upside down (photo
14).
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